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Patent data - The performance and mobility of researchers
Patent information can be used to track the career and performance of individual inventors and to
analyse networks of inventors. This information can be used to investigate issues such as researcher
mobility (across companies or countries), differences in researcher profiles across fields, linkages
across researchers and others, particularly if matched to complementary data. Such use of patent
information involves, however, a great deal of data cleaning, as identifying the same individuals in
databases with millions of names is not straightforward.

Characteristics of patent data for the analysis of researchers’ performance, networks
and mobility
The proper identification of inventors in patent filings makes it possible to reconstruct the inventive
record of the concerned individuals particularly if it is possible to match this record with
complementary data on these individuals available from other databases.
Advances in this area have been hindered by the difficulties associated with the recording of names
in patent data and the difficulty of recognizing “who is who” in the population of inventors contained
in patent data. Three fundamental problems have made the information on inventors relatively
ineffective for investigation. First, the name of the same inventor can be spelled slightly differently
across different patents (it may be with or without the middle name or initial, with or without
surname modifiers, etc). Second, even if there are two exact same names, it is not certain that the
two names correspond to the same person (the “John Smith” problem). In other words, different
inventors having exactly the same name may appear in various patents. Third, the transcription into
the Latin alphabet of nonwestern names is imperfect and can create ambiguities (“Li” vs. “Lee”).
However, researchers have attempted to harmonise names using computerized matching algorithms
which they have so far applied to specific subsets of patent data. For example, the methodology
developed by Trajtenberg, Shiff and Melamed (2006), which has been used on USPTO patent data,
can be summarised as follows:

Stage 1: group similar names. In order to address the problem of the name of the same
inventor being spelled slightly differently from patent to patent, a two-track approach is
used. The first is to “clean up” and standardise the names as much as possible; the second is
to complete the list of harmonised names, which can be done with the aid of the “Soundex
system” to encode names with similar pronunciation. Soundex is a phonetic algorithm for
indexing names by sound as pronounced in English. The goal is for names with the same
pronunciation to be encoded to the same representation so that they can be matched
despite minor differences in spelling.
Stage 2: compare and match names. To deal with the problem of identifying a given
individual among the “suspects” with the same name, the names are compared and
matching criteria are imposed. Pair-wise comparisons can be made between any two
“suspects” using a series of variables such as middle name, geographic location (e.g. postal
codes, cities, etc.), the technological area (i.e. patent class), the assignee, the identity of the
co-inventors, etc. If a data item is the same in two suspect records (i.e. if two records display
the same address, or are in the same patent class, or share the same partners, etc.), then
the pair is assigned a certain score. If the sum of these scores is above a predetermined
threshold, the two records are “matched” and they are regarded as being the same inventor.
Once that is done for all the pairs in the comparison set, the condition of transitivity is
imposed, i.e. if record A is matched to record B, and B to C, then the three are regarded as
the same inventor.
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Related policy questions that can be addressed by patent data

Policy questions

Patent information can be used to track the career and performance of individual inventors (e.g.
their field of work, location, employer), or to analyse networks of inventors (who invents with whom,
etc.).

Patents by inventors

A wide array of interesting and highly policy-relevant topics can be investigated with the aid of data
on the harmonised names of inventors, including the following:

The productivity of inventors—over time, across fields, countries, etc. (Hoisl, 2007).
The mobility
of inventors—across
cities,
regions,
countries,
sectors
(i.e. shifts
the
public
and private
sectors), and the
resulting
spillovers
of such
turnover
(Kim between
et al., 2005;
Crespi et al., 2005).
The networking strategies of inventors—who invents with whom—and their impact on
productivity (Singh, 2003; Breschi and Lissoni, 2003).
Gender issues: Share of women and their research profiles (Naldi et al., 2004).
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